around and the only thing you see is the serpentine
you carved with your skis. Fantastic!
Going up is a bit more tiring...
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'The getting in shape'
Wouter: similar to last year, should be biking to
work but still likes his bed too much in the morning,
but will be starting soon because the 'good-enough'
shape needs a boost.
Anita: 8th year revalidation training.
'The Snow'
What : mountaineering skiing.
Where: base camp at Heidelberger Hütte, Silvretta
region, Austria.
When: 9 until 16 February 2008
Conditions: Ideal. Pale blue sky, 30cm of powder
snow, virgin mountain flanks.
A whole week of skiing in the best snow you can
dream of! The feeling you have when you ski down
a virgin slope of a mountain; at the bottom you turn

In March we had 10cm of snow in the Ardennes.
November: early snow in the Ardennes! 15cm; very
unusual in this time of year!
12th to 20th December: Traditional skiing holiday in
Ischgl, Austria. Lou & Leanne came over from
Papua New Guinea to ski; quite a shock, from 35°C
to -10°C...Patrick (Pache) and his mate Bart also
joined us. Pache only wanted to come if he had
something to do, like cooking and washing
dishes...well....ok you can come! (please!!!)
There was a lot of snow and the last three days, it
kept on snowing. Visibility was bad but the quality
of the snow was excellent: powder snow up to our
knees. I even managed to make a 'salto mort
ale'...not on purpose, but everyone agreed it was a
great stunt!

'The Diving'
In last years' files, I wrote that I was ready for the
'real stuff'. Well, this year the real stuff really
happened! We've been diving in Belgium, Holland,
the North Sea, Germany, Alderney, Croatia, Greece
and Egypt.
A small résumé:
Belgium: training dives in the local pond to test the
equipment. I also was safety diver at the poker run: a
power boating event which we followed in a
helicopter. The fanciest (newest, most expensive)
boat managed to end up on the dyke, with its
wounded crew in the water. Not good, but apart
from that: exciting!
Holland: the usual dives to test the current in the
Oosterschelde, always fun when it's spring tide:
more current!
The North Sea: This year we would explore the
wreck of a royal navy cruiser which we found last
year. Unfortunately on our first trip, the engine room
flooded and the 2 engines had to be replaced. Cost:
150 000 Euro. After a battle with Volvo and the
insurance, everything worked out, but our wreck
diving season was over by the time the boat was
repaired. We had a nice dive trip with one of the
powerboats from the poker run: With 140 kph over
the waves of the North Sea; we didn't touch much
water!
Germany: I've been coaching Marc, A friend who
likes to do extreme stuff like base jumping, sky
surfing, cave diving etc. For the deep wrecks, he
asked me to help him, so in May we dove to -100m
in the Walchensee, a picturesque lake near Munich.
Alderney: The dive in the Walchensee was fine, and
Marc invited us to join him on a diving trip to
Alderney, one of the British channel isles near
France...in his helicopter. Over there we met Pim &

Angel, owners of the Antwerp based expedition ship
'Cdt. Fourcault'. A fantastic ship with a terrific crew.
I felt like a fish in the sea. Together with the BBC,
the Cdt. Fourcault was there for a survey of an
Elizabethan
wreck.
See
more
at:

http://www.ontroerend-goed.be/alderney
%202008/alderney%202008.htm
Croatia: With the Tec-diving team we went on our
next wreck-tour on the island Vis. Two weeks diving
on deep wrecks, with the highlight: two dives on a
B17 Flying Fortress WW2 bomber. The plane had to
ditch during the 2nd world war and lies intact on the
seabed at a depth of 70 meters.

to some of the other 6 expeditions who succeeded in
diving her. The normal preparation time for such an
expedition is minimum one year. At the end of July,
Marc called us: "hey guys, I just got the permission
to dive Britannic; fancy to come along? We can dive
the first week of September"....which gave us a
month to put the trip together. Anita displayed her
superior organising skills at their best and got it
round in time; an unbelievable achievement
compared to the other Britannic expeditions. For the
divers, the team from the Cdt. Fourcault, a fantastic
bunch of adventurers, were more than happy to join
in and we made a great trip. Teamwork at its best.
A small impression :
http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid178
5324713
Egypt: A luxury cruise to the deep south of the Red
Sea. A Russian spy ship with an intact electronics
room, an Egyptian destroyer with its guns still
pointing to a long gone enemy, she went down
fighting! The Maidan, at 120m deep the cargo
doesn't go anywhere. Top dives! The wind tested
everyone's stomach. With waves of over 3 meters,
every bit of equipment that wasn't secure seemed to
have a life of its own;

Greece: Diving Titanic's sister, the hospital ship
'Britannic'. She lies at 120m depth near the Island
Kea. This is the sum mum of wreck diving! For the
dives on this wreck, you can only use superlatives. It
is immense!! More than 300m long; virtually intact.
The light at this depth is of the deepest blue. We
managed to do 2 dives, which is a success compared

In October, Marc invited us to join him to South
Africa and Mozambique in January 2009 for a shark
project. At first, I hesitated: wrecks are my core
business, not fish. After a while when it came clear
that the project was not just "hey over there a shark;
quick take a photo, ok done" but the realisation of a
'national geographic' style documentary, I decided to
go too. And to be honest, I can't miss Anita for so
long. Look at www.sharkwise.be
England: Eurotek 2008 in Birmingham. Europe's
deep and technical divers joined on a conference to
discuss the latest techniques and evolutions. Great
gala dinner afterwards as well!
.
‘The working’
Part 1: the working in the Ardennes
Well, we've been busy...new plans for adding a nice
space to the house and also the neighbours' house
has to be stabilised; a nice concrete wall will do the
trick..
The new shower room is ready and we completely
tore the old bathroom out. We are now putting a new
one in which will be up to our standards. More work
for 2009.
In July lighting struck the telephone line and fried
the modem and Anita's work-laptop. No more
internet: that was a shock!
At last, we are in the painting stage! Ferre, an excolleague, has already spent several hours painting
all the woodwork.
The place is looking nicer now, so we employed
Alberte to clean the house for us. Half of her wage is
paid by our government; perfect!
In 2008 Anita has spent 134 days in the Ardennes =
an average of 11 days each month.

Part 2: the working at work
Since Anita has been able to establish a network
connection from home (= Ekeren + Ardennes) with
her company, life has become much easier. Working
from home, she wins 3 hours driving each day. With
her colleague, Rietje, they are the top sales team in
the company. Two pit-bull scoring one deal after
another.
Because of her fantastic attitude towards her work,
Rietje got a permanent contract and a nice pay rise.
Watch out for these two!! Anita even made her go
diving and mountain biking.
A little surprise at the end of the year: Anita noticed
that she missed taking 20 days of holiday in 2008.
Ok, these days can be used in 2009; she has 80 days
of holiday now!!!
At my job, things didn't change too much in 2008.
I'm still doing a lot of instructing work. There was a
very nasty accident with a biker who crashed into a
40 tons truck in front of our factory. I was the first
one there and started cpr immediately, but without
success, nearly every bone in his body was crushed.
Apart from these sorts of things, it's still big fun,
even when I have to run a renting business for safety
equipment with no more administration than a
notebook with a carbon paper. Welcome to the 21st
century!!
One day Anita surprised me; she called on the
phone: “come out now and look up!” and there she
was, hovering in a helicopter above our fire station.
I’m still not sure whether she wanted to surprise me
or if she wanted to check if I was really at work ;-).
Part 3: the working in the other houses
Same as last year: focus was on the Ardennes, so
nothing much happened.

The wonders of the internet. Our first provider
promised a nice speed for a low price. Speed turned
out to be very low, so we complained, but after two
years nothing changed. One day, there was no more
internet at all. I tried to plug in another modem, and
guess what: instead of 0,5MB, there was a nice 6MB
coming through! Turned out that the modem was
configured for another provider, and that there had
been a switch of the signal by the telecom company.
All the tech guys from support were really puzzled
but the result was that we changed to the other
provider, which is ok apart from them blowing their
own servers once and a while.
‘The Friends & the Family & the economical
Recession’
Let's start with the recession: Roosje is a very pretty
little girl; she is also my godchild. She grows very
fast and this year she needed a bigger bed. A nice
looking bed on high posts with curtains, a ladder
etc., with a playing corner underneath. After
researching the market, the choice fell on the brand
FLEXA: they make very nice beds but unfortunately
with a not so nice price. Anita immediately showed
her best sales skills, and started skimming the
second-hand market for FLEXA beds. She started to
buy and sell different beds and doing so, she got the
right configuration for Roosje AND for the
Ardennes AND she even made a profit out of it. At
one moment, the trading was so enormous that it
consumed most of Belgium and Holland finances.
We all know what effect this has on the world’s
economy of today... It all started with my godchild
wanting a new bed!
Roosje is really becoming a big girl: she rides her
bike without the side wheels now!
This years' guests: Marc Sluszny, Anneke, Roos,

Elly & Frans, Mustafa, Chris, Luc, Hanne & Eva,
Sander & Marjolein, Debbi & Larry, Els, Ankie &
children, Mia, Jill & kids and the yearly visit of
Andy, Kate & children. This year we also spent
Christmas with them. We chopped down a 25m high
pine tree in our forest and took the upper 5 meter
into the living room for our Christmas tree. Big Fun.

Anita's mum had bad luck at the end of October: she
fell off her bike and broke her hip: 12 days hospital
and 3 weeks without using the leg. Luckily,
everything is curing well and she can walk again

already.
Anita's dad had a great year with his fishing boat:
the prawns are back!
My family is doing ok. After the tragedy with the
death of Blondie, my brother Johan's wife, he picked
up his life again and he managed to find a new job
which he really enjoys.
UPDATE !!!!!!(on special request from Karin, the
neighbour) On my birthday, Karin, Dirk, Pauline &
Jerôme were with us in the Ardennes. Of course, we
had the most fabulous time because they are such a
fantastic family who give the nicest presents etc. etc.
(ok Karin, you're in the letter now so you can put the
gun away from my head.)

wouter@nstd.be
anita_van_gastel@hotmail.com
Hoogpadlaan 20, B-2180 Ekeren

That's it for now!

Hugs & kisses from,
Anita, Wouter & Gaston

the neighbours' gang

The Cat´
Gaston is getting fat!
The Team´
The team was at its best in 2008 and still has a lot of
exciting plans & projects of which we will tell in our
next letter.

A last note for those who do not now it as yet: we
now have only one (home) telephone number.
The Ardennes: +32 80 517 396
Ekeren: +32 3 646 50 30 is out of use (for the time
being)
Our mobile numbers are working most of the time:
Wouter’s mobile: +32 474 405 595
Anita’s mobile: +32 487 497 233
No excuses not to stay in contact with us!

